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outdoors and loving it! 
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Rain or Shine...this 
all-weather fabric is divine!
Whether for the porch, beach 
or somewhere in-between, sew 
beautiful outdoor décor with  

our newest addition of   
weather-resistant fabrics.



Altogether Al Fresco...Create beautiful, 
all-weather décor with our extensive collection  
of  outdoor fabrics. From bold florals… 
to sophisticated stripes… to elegant  
damasks, we have everything you need to  
design your very own outdoor oasis.

   such a softy... These pillows and cushions are made for the great outdoors—
that’s because they’re crafted from our beautiful weather-resistant fabrics. Kick back on some  
similar cushy couture by following Simplicity patterns #4124 and #3695.

« 



   pocket change... 
Stylish storage is never a problem—
not when you design it yourself! The 
pockets on our adorable dressing 
room provide a place to stow 
sunscreen, shoes and swimsuits.

» 

   such a softy... These pillows and cushions are made for the great outdoors—
that’s because they’re crafted from our beautiful weather-resistant fabrics. Kick back on some  
similar cushy couture by following Simplicity patterns #4124 and #3695.

   best dressed...  
Quick changes are quite nice in this portable 
dressing room. The pretty fabric panel measures  
6’ x 14’. Tip: Love the cute gingham accents? 
They’re not constructed from outdoor fabric.  
That means that this piece gets stored indoors 
when it isn’t hitting the beach. 

« 

« chic shade... A day 
at the beach is made in shade  
with the addition of this refurbished 
umbrella. We tailor-made this piece 
to fit on an existing frame. That 
means no pattern required. Simply 
measure, cut, sew and go!

« bag of  tricks... This 
pretty paisley is printed on ordinary  
canvas. So, how did we get it ready for a rainy 
day? We covered it with sturdy clear vinyl! The 
bag is sewn from Simplicity pattern #3889.  
Tip: When sewing, it’s helpful to leave the paper 
liner on the vinyl to prevent the presser foot 
from sticking to the fabric. Simply tear it away 
when you’re finished.
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open air opulence... 
Exquisite exteriors are key to the 
ultimate in curb appeal. That’s  
why this beautiful outdoor-friendly 
damask is the perfect addition to an 
oh-so-elegant porch. To make the 
cushions and pillows shown, look to 
our chic, weather-resistant fabrics 
and Simplicity pattern #4124.


